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ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS
1. Print both pages of this template on matte 
photo paper or card stock.
2. Use a thin layer of white glue for gluing.
3. For nice clean folds, score dashed fold 
lines by very lightly running an x-acto knife 
along a straight edge.
4. Carefully cut out all parts. Be sure to cut 
the black lines on the STAR pieces.
5. Glue tab A to form HEAD cone. Make sure 
the point on top is nice and sharp.
6. Glue tab B around to form BODY and fold 
feet up.
7. Glue ears to HEAD were marked.    
8. Fold tabs marked E down and out from 
BODY. Put glue on white side of tabs and slip 
HEAD over BODY to attach. Make sure to try 
and get the point of the hat as straight up as 
possible.
9. Glue tab F to form HAT TRIM.
10. Fold  tabs G on HAT TRIM inside and 
place a little glue on each tab.
11. Slide HAT TRIM, with tabs down and in, 
down over HEAD to the edge of the hat 
where the red meets the white and let it glue 
in place.
12. Glue the two sides of STAR A front to 
back, so cut lines line up and fold blue tabs 
out a bit.
13. Repeat for STAR B.
14. Slide cut on STAR A into STAR B to form 
STAR.
15. Fold snow flakes front to back and glue.
16. Use fold key to fold snow folds the 
correct direction to form a point in the 
middle.
17. Use little blue tabs on STAR to glue it to 
the top of the SNOW.
18. Place Snow balanced on point of hat. 
Lightly blow snow flakes to make them spin.
19. Be sure to check out my Kickstarter 
project Kooky Creeps ending mid January 
2014.
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